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This exploration of the innovative interior design of coworking spaces offers a
unique look at a workplace revolution that's sweeping the globe. Coworking is
redefining the way we work. Around the world, people are collaborating to create
a new kind of economy that supports community and innovation while preserving
valuable resources. This illustrated survey of spaces dedicated to coworking
features 30 of the most impressive office spaces around the world. Google
Campus in London, The HUB's global network of sites, and more off-the-radar
examples such as Makeshift Society in San Francisco are just a few of the
spaces profiled. Each is illustrated via a range of wide-angle and close-up
photographs, offering readers page after page of inspiring ideas--from a
repurposed shipping container to a beautiful cushion made from a vintage silk
scarf. Whether you're daydreaming from a 14th-floor cubicle or looking for ideas
on how to launch your own start-up, this unique book will stir your imagination as
it offers endless possibilities for coworking.
The rapid rise of knowledge-based economies has revolutionized the perceptions
and practices of globalized business. Recent developments in engineering,
electronics, and biotechnology have expanded the very definition of
entrepreneurship in today’s international market, weaving discussions of
enhanced connectivity and communication, environmental sustainability, and
government policy changes into a complex, multidimensional conversation. The
Handbook of Research of Entrepreneurship in the Contemporary KnowledgeBased Global Economy provides a comprehensive survey of the most recent
developments in the field of entrepreneurship, highlighting their effects on
information technology, business networking, knowledge production, distribution,
and organization. This timely publication features extensive coverage of the fastdeveloping entrepreneurial field, illuminating recent technological, social, and
strategic innovations in language that is accessible for a worldwide audience of
business educators, researchers, and students. This authoritative text showcases
research-based articles on entrepreneurship for knowledge economies;
academic entrepreneurship; women and entrepreneurship; entrepreneurship
education; organizational learning ability; innovations in industry, agriculture, and
management; and the evolution of a new, all-inclusive corporate culture.
In today's world, there is a permanent advantage to becoming known in your
field. Those who are known get the customers, the better jobs, and the invitations
to exclusive opportunities. But can anybody become known? In this path-finding
book, author Mark Schaefer provides a step-by-step plan followed by the most
successful people in diverse careers like banking, education, real estate,
construction, fashion, and more. With amazing case studies, dozens of
exercises, and inspiring stories, KNOWN is the first book its kind, providing a
path to personal business success in the digital age.
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Simple, science-based tools to stop procrastination Even with overflowing
inboxes, thousands of unread notifications, and unmet deadlines, most people
still can’t manage to take control of their time and stop procrastinating. The End
of Procrastination tackles this ubiquitous issue head on, helping you stop putting
off work and reclaim your time. Author Petr Ludwig shows that ending
procrastination is more than a wise time management strategy—it’s essential to
developing a sense of purpose and leading a happier more fulfilled life. The keys
to overcoming procrastination are simple. With eight clear, approachable
tools—from quick daily worksheets to shift your perspective to to-do lists that
actually help you get things done—The End of Procrastination provides everything
you need to change the way you manage your time and live your life. Based on
the latest research, The End of Procrastination synthesizes over one hundred
scientific studies to create a program that is based on the way our brains actually
work. By understanding exactly why procrastination happens and how our brains
respond to motivation and self-discipline, the book provides readers with the
knowledge to conquer procrastination on an everyday basis.
* Over 40 case studies of actual award-winning co-working spaces* In-depth
analysis of best practices in designing co-working spaceShared workspaces,
better known as 'co-working spaces' have grown in popularity as an alternative to
the traditional office filled with cubicles. To help designers and architects take
advantage of this evolution in workplace environment, Co-Working Space Design
includes 43 examples of excellent co-working spaces along with an introduction
detailing how designing for a co-working space differs from traditional offices.
This book is a great choice for designers wishing to know more about the latest in
office design as well as business owners who want to experiment with their office
layout to improve productivity.
This pioneering work explores both the theory and practice of business and
technology incubation over the past six decades as an approach to new venture
creation and development. With a global scope, the Handbook examines key
concepts, models, and mechanisms, providing a research-based analytical
foundation from which to understand the emerging role of modern incubation
tools in building entrepreneurship ecosystems for promoting targeted economic
development.
You don't need an MBA or fancy investors to succeed in business. Use the 100
ideas in this tiny book to evaluate your current situation: your advantages, your
relationships, your potential choices, and the most likely outcomes. What you
really need to know is something that most business people won't say out loud:
There is no single right way to do things in business, but there are plenty of
avoidable mistakes along the way. The Tiny MBA offers 100 pointed pieces of
guidance that will help you begin to think like someone who has started and run
their own business for 15 years and intends to keep doing it for a long time. Each
page of the book offers ideas and prompts and clues and suggestions and
reflections to help you navigate business in ways that most people only learn the
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hard way. Some pages reference some of my favorite books and articles that you
can read to go even deeper. My "back of the book" promise to you: If you dip into
this book once every few months (pretty easy since it’s just 30 minutes to read),
or even once a year, you’ll find something new to chew on every single time.
"I swear I'm not blowing smoke when I say this is the single best resource I've
ever seen created for someone who wants to start a coworking space. "-Alex
HillmanCofounder, IndyHall.orgOnce you've been bit by the coworking bug,
you're likely to spend a lot of time in your head. It's fun to daydream about your
ultimate Utopian workspace. But if you're serious about starting a coworking
space, you can't win by building it in your head. You have to get out of your head,
and work in reality. You know, that place where people are.The good news is that
you don't need to venture out there all on your own. You can save yourself from a
ton of headaches and heartaches. Use this book to get your head screwed on
straight and get the fundamentals right. Inside these pages you'll find a thoughtful
collection of advice and exercises, stories and examples, assignments and
templates, considerations and calculations and checklists and pro-tips.This oneof-a-kind coworking book is an interactive workbook where you can record all of
your key takeaways and "AHA!" moments you'll have as you answer the
questions and complete the exercises. "So beautiful, so interactive, and so
thoughtful."-Susan Dorsch, Founder, Office Nomads
The Coworking HandbookLearn How to Create and Manage a Succesful Coworking
SpaceCreateSpace
A GOOD MORNING AMERICA BOOK CLUB PICK “Chandler Baker, queen of the feminist
thriller, has delivered once again! The Husbands is a poignant exploration of what it would take
for women to have it all." —Sally Hepworth, bestselling author of The Good Sister To what
lengths will a woman go for a little more help from her husband? Nora Spangler is a successful
attorney but when it comes to domestic life, she packs the lunches, schedules the doctor
appointments, knows where the extra paper towel rolls are, and designs and orders the holiday
cards. Her husband works hard, too... but why does it seem like she is always working so
much harder? When the Spanglers go house hunting in Dynasty Ranch, an exclusive
suburban neighborhood, Nora meets a group of high-powered women—a tech CEO, a
neurosurgeon, an award-winning therapist, a bestselling author—with enviably supportive
husbands. When she agrees to help with a resident’s wrongful death case, she is pulled into
the lives of the women there. She finds the air is different in Dynasty Ranch. The women
aren’t hanging on by a thread. But as the case unravels, Nora uncovers a plot that may
explain the secret to having-it-all. One that’s worth killing for. Calling to mind a Stepford Wives
gender-swap, New York Times bestselling author of Whisper Network Chandler Baker's The
Husbands imagines a world where the burden of the “second shift” is equally shared—and
what it may take to get there. “Utterly engrossing and thoroughly timely, The Husbands is both
a gripping, well-crafted mystery and an insightful critique of motherhood and marriage in the
modern age--working mothers everywhere will feel seen in the best possible way.” —Kimberly
McCreight, New York Times bestselling author of A Good Marriage
What does it mean to reimagine part of your private home as a community space? What does
it take to imagine, run, work in, let go of, and play in a free in-home coworking space? What
are the impacts of doing so on the homeowners, housemates/renters, neighbors, coworkers,
neighborhood, city, and region? We are living answers to these questions and offer experiencebased hints for others playing with similar ideas. This is also a flash non-fiction book that
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contains found-object art and community-surfaced stories and ideas. We got the idea for the
book during coworking on February 4, 2015. We created the book in four weeks-finished
March 5th as hoped. We self-published in March to be timely, useful, and affordable for people
we love. Friends and neighbors mentioned in community stories can pick up their free copy of
the book at the house during coworking in 2015, starting in April. Feel free to ask me anything
about turning our home into community space, about this and other neighborhood
reimagination stations we're connected to now, or about the process of creating flash nonfiction and lived-adventure books. Bring your own plan to get me to shut up when you need to
go. In person, about subjects I love, I do tend to go on a bit. Lori
Dance provides a way to travel far beyond the typical tourist experience. By connecting with
local people through a shared love of movement, dancers catalyze many unique opportunities.
They build cross-cultural friendships with dance as the only shared language, discover ways to
train with celebrated teachers, experience cultural immersion key to their personal
development, and more. In this anthology, you'll find stories from renowned performers, dance
educators, and other avid dance adventurers. Their tales about epic dance adventures across
North America, Europe, South America, Asia, and Africa highlight various dance traditions, as
well as unique aspects of each country's geography, history, demographics and educational
systems. In this way, Dance Adventures celebrates the power of dance to connect us to the
best parts of humanity, as well as to the best parts of ourselves.
Collaborative spaces have been hailed as either the solution to the 21st century’s culture of
overwork and broken housing market, or as an unworkable and impractical aspiration.
Designing for such spaces has its particular challenges and considerations, especially in how
to deliver attractive, healthy and efficient collaborative places. A practical and inspirational
design guide, this book draws on the author's own experience, as well as the work of others,
offering workable and practical solutions, and showcases a huge variety of different kinds of
collaborative spaces across the globe. Including detailed and illustrated case studies across
the co-living, co-working typologies – both new build and conversion, at different scales and in
different settings – it concludes with a best practice toolkit, giving practical advice and lessons
for all designers working at any scale. Case studies include: *The Project, Hoxton, London
*Outpost, Bali *Venn, Tel Aviv
Innovation Coworking is the first comprehensive guide to Australia's 300+ coworking spaces.
In this edition there is a spotlight on regional innovation. It provides insights and tips about
innovation and the coworking industry across all regions of Australia to help you go from idea
to freelancing to startup and strategic growth. It's an entrepreneur's Lonely Planet, Friend,
Coach and Mentor in 100 pages. Written in cafe and an accessible style, this book is arguably
the shortest condensation of top-tier insights on many aspects of coworking, business and
entrepreneurship. It leverages 20+ years of business experience, local research and
interviews. Apart from key insights into each of Australia's coworking regions, the book covers
a number of essential startup areas including; Innovation, Minimum Viable Product, Digital
Innovation, Social, Entrepreneurship, Mindset, Leadership, Finance, Capital Raising, Strategy,
Marketing, Sales, Design Thinking, Legal and much more. It is an enjoyable read cover-tocover or you can dip in and out as you grow your enterprise. It will be your constant companion
and will grow, open doors and evolve with you over time.
Procrastination, perfectionism and writer's block are not moral flaws; nor are they caused by
laziness, lack of discipline or lack of commitment. They are habits rooted in fear and scarcity and the great news is that once we start alleviating our fears and resourcing ourselves
abundantly, our procrastination and related problems are often remarkably easily solved. My
new book The Seven Secrets of the Prolific, tells you how! In it, I characterize, in great detail
and depth, the major categories of constraining forces that cause underproductivity, including
perfectionism; resource constraints; time constraints; ineffective writing processes; bias,
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ambivalence and internalized oppression; toxic rejection; and exploitative career paths. Then, I
tell you how to overcome each.
An essential guide to building supportive entrepreneurialcommunities "Startup communities"
are popping up everywhere, from citieslike Boulder to Boston and even in countries such as
Iceland. Thesetypes of entrepreneurial ecosystems are driving innovation andsmall business
energy. Startup Communities documents thebuzz, strategy, long-term perspective, and
dynamics of buildingcommunities of entrepreneurs who can feed off of each other'stalent,
creativity, and support. Based on more than twenty years of Boulder-based entrepreneurturnedventure capitalist Brad Feld's experience in the field?aswell as contributions from other
innovative startupcommunities?this reliable resource skillfully explores what ittakes to create
an entrepreneurial community in any city, at anytime. Along the way, it offers valuable insights
into increasingthe breadth and depth of the entrepreneurial ecosystem bymultiplying
connections among entrepreneurs and mentors, improvingaccess to entrepreneurial education,
and much more. Details the four critical principles needed to form asustainable startup
community Perfect for entrepreneurs and venture capitalists seeking freshideas and new
opportunities Written by Brad Feld, a thought-leader in this field who hasbeen an early-stage
investor and successful entrepreneur for morethan twenty years Engaging and informative, this
practical guide not only showsyou how startup communities work, but it also shows you how to
makethem work anywhere in the world.

A Wall Street Journal Business Bestseller: This "vivid" inside story of WeWork and its
CEO tells the remarkable saga of one of the most audacious, and improbable, rises and
falls in American business history (Ken Auletta). ?Christened a potential savior of
Silicon Valley's startup culture, Adam Neumann was set to take WeWork, his office
share company disrupting the commercial real estate market, public, cash out on the
company's forty-seven billion dollar valuation, and break the string of major startups
unable to deliver to shareholders. But as employees knew, and investors soon found
out, WeWork's capital was built on promises that the company was more than a real
estate purveyor, that in fact it was a transformational technology company. Veteran
journalist Reeves Weideman dives deep into WeWork and it CEO's astronomical rise,
from the marijuana and tequila-filled board rooms to cult-like company summer camps
and consciousness-raising with Anthony Kiedis. Billion Dollar Loser is a characterdriven business narrative that captures, through the fascinating psyche of a billionaire
founder and his wife and co-founder, the slippery state of global capitalism. A Wall
Street Journal Business Bestseller “Vivid, carefully reported drama that readers will
gulp down as if it were a fast-paced novel” (Ken Auletta)
This handbook provides an overview of the research on the changing nature of work
and workers by marshalling interdisciplinary research to summarize the empirical
evidence and provide documentation of what has actually changed. Connections are
explored between the changing nature of work and macro-level trends in technological
change, income inequality, global labor markets, labor unions, organizational forms,
and skill polarization, among others. This edited volume also reviews evidence for
changes in workers, including generational change (or lack thereof), that has
accumulated across domains. Based on documented changes in work and worker
behavior, the handbook derives implications for a range of management functions, such
as selection, performance management, leadership, workplace ethics, and employee
well-being. This evaluation of the extent of changes and their impact gives guidance on
what best practices should be put in place to harness these developments to achieve
success.
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The classic guide to working from home and why we should embrace a virtual office,
from the bestselling authors of Rework “A paradigm-smashing, compulsively readable
case for a radically remote workplace.”—Susan Cain, New York Times bestselling
author of Quiet Does working from home—or anywhere else but the office—make sense?
In Remote, Jason Fried and David Heinemeier Hansson, the founders of Basecamp,
bring new insight to the hotly debated argument. While providing a complete overview
of remote work’s challenges, Jason and David persuasively argue that, often, the
advantages of working “off-site” far outweigh the drawbacks. In the past decade, the
“under one roof” model of conducting work has been steadily declining, owing to
technology that is rapidly creating virtual workspaces. Today the new paradigm is
“move work to the workers, rather than workers to the workplace.” Companies see
advantages in the way remote work increases their talent pool, reduces turnover,
lessens their real estate footprint, and improves their ability to conduct business across
multiple time zones. But what about the workers? Jason and David point out that
remote work means working at the best job (not just one that is nearby) and achieving a
harmonious work-life balance while increasing productivity. And those are just some of
the perks to be gained from leaving the office behind. Remote reveals a multitude of
other benefits, along with in-the-trenches tips for easing your way out of the office door
where you control how your workday will unfold. Whether you’re a manager fretting
over how to manage workers who “want out” or a worker who wants to achieve a
lifestyle upgrade while still being a top performer professionally, this book is your
indispensable guide.
When COVID-19 became a global pandemic, somebody hit a reset button on the
economy. Literally. Economists have begun referring to the 2020 event as the Great
Reset as lockdowns and health scares caused dramatic shifts in the business and
economic landscape across the world. In Survive and Thrive, readers learn what this
reset means for their world and their place in the economy as they build (or rebuild) a
business in 2020 and beyond. Survive and Thrive paves the path for any entrepreneur
to start from scratch and build a profitable business in any economy, including this one,
with a series of marketing, sales, and finance strategies that integrate together to help
business owners survive and create a thriving business with lasting, long-term success.
This book explores coworking from many angles and will be of interest to anyone
interested in the gig economy and the future of work. Some of the topics include:
"Coworking = Space + Community," business models for coworking, the new profession
of coworking community leader, how well does coworking work, and why?, the global
coworking movement, the future of coworking.
While the current workforce has pushed for the capability to work from home, it has
been the natural disasters and pandemics that have emerged across the globe this past
year that have pushed the matter to the forefront of conversation. More companies are
seeing the benefits of having a workforce that can maintain business processes and
keep organizations running from anywhere. Advances in technology continue to
improve online collaboration tools and co-working centers, making working from
anywhere a possibility. Anywhere Working and the Future of Work is a pivotal reference
source that provides vital research on the current state of teleworking/telecommuting
and how it can be used to achieve competitive advantage. While highlighting topics
such as digital workforce, mobile technology, and accessibility, the book examines the
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trends, issues, and limitations that are informing the future of anywhere working. This
publication also explores remote management practices as well as potential challenges
such as increasing business automation applications that may require navigation in the
future of work. This book is ideally designed for business professionals, managers,
executives, government agencies, policymakers, academicians, researchers, and
students.
The definitive guide to architectural practice Business, legal, and technical trends in
architecture areconstantly changing. The Architect's Handbook of ProfessionalPractice
has offered firms the latest guidance on those trendssince 1920. The Fifteenth Edition
of this indispensable guidefeatures nearly two-thirds new content and covers all
aspects ofcontemporary practice, including updated material on: Small-firm practice,
use of technologies such as BIM, andproject delivery methods, such as IPD and
architect-leddesign-build Career development and licensure for emerging professionals
andstate-mandated continuing education for established architects Business
management topics, such as organizational development,marketing, finance, and
human resources Research as an integrated aspect of architectural practice,featuring
such topics as evidence-based design and research in asmall-firm context The
Fifteenth Edition of The Architect's Handbook ofProfessional Practice includes access
to a website thatcontains samples of all AIA Contract Documents (in PDF format forMac
and PC computers). With comprehensive coverage of contemporarypractices in
architecture, as well as the latest developments andtrends in the industry, The
Architect's Handbook of ProfessionalPractice continues to be the essential reference
for everyarchitect who must meet the challenges of today's marketplace withinsight and
confidence.
“I'm Outta Here! How coworking is making the office obsolete” is a book about the
people and places that make up a work place revolution. From a single space in San
Francisco at the beginning of 2006, coworking has grown to over 70 spaces worldwide
at the end of 2008, with more appearing almost daily. Read the book and you'll see why
so many talented workers have turned their backs to the office and said, “I'm outta
here!”
The Handbook of Career Studies brings together, for the first time in a single work, a
comprehensive scholarly treatment of the major topics within the growing field of career
studies. Drawing on the expertise of leading international scholars in each area of
career studies, editors Hugh Gunz and Maury Peiperl have assembled a consummate
set of writings, defining the field with a breadth of coverage and integration of topics not
found elsewhere. From a view of the history of the field and a map of its elements to a
set of essays about the future of careers and work, this volume provides the most
complete reference available on the role of work careers in individual lives, institutions,
and industries. Key Features • Offers a comprehensive history and structure of the
field: Building on previous work done in the discipline, the editors and contributors take
a fresh look at the origins and current structure of career studies. • Presents the most
complete review of research available: An unparalleled set of prominent global
contributors describes the state of work in their areas of expertise as well as offering a
glimpse at future trends. • Extends subject area knowledge to other disciplines: By
linking career studies to a wider set of disciplines through critical essays, this volume
thoroughly explores future directions for career research, policy, and practice. •
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Includes an endorsement and critical comments on the state of the field: Edgar H.
Schein, widely acknowledged as a seminal contributor to the modern field of career
studies, provides a Foreword and a critical Afterword. Intended Audience This
Handbook is an invaluable reference work for students, academics, and researchers in
the areas of Careers, Industrial and Organizational Psychology, Social Psychology,
Counseling, Sociology, and Organization Studies as well as for human resource
practitioners interested in the state of knowledge of the field.
This book explores the innovative workplaces, namely coworking spaces and
makerspaces, that are emerging as a consequence of digital innovations and the
related development of the knowledge economy and society in the wake of
deindustrialization. Drawing on international and multidisciplinary research projects,
fresh insights are provided into current trends, research methodologies, actors, location
patterns and effects, and urban and regional policies and planning. The aim is to cast
light on all aspects of these new working and making spaces, highlighting their
innovative geographies and the complexities of their nexus with urban and regional
change processes from both the theoretical and the empirical point of view. The book
includes multiple illuminating case studies from the advanced economies of North
America and Europe, carefully selected for their relevance to the topic under analysis.
This book is designed for an international audience comprising not only academicians
but also policymakers, representatives of civil and entrepreneurial associations, and
business operators.
The world of coworking is undergoing a velvet revolution with the emergence since
2017 of new concepts designed by and for women: women-focused coworking spaces.
After 6 months of field research across Europe, this book reveals the existence of a
grassroots movement destined to mark the decade 2020. It is an invitation to plunge
into the heart of the continent's most secret workspaces, to meet the pioneers who are
fighting every day to shape a more inclusive future of work. What if sisterhood was the
key? In this hybrid work between market research and anthropology essay, author
Ivanne Poussier attempts to map and shed light on this emerging phenomenon from
various angles. She invites the reader to immerse in the heart of 30 coworking spaces
created by and for women across 22 cities and 13 countries, to discover the new places
and ways of working that respond to the specific challenges of entrepreneurship and
freelancing for women. She leaves a large space for women's testimonies and
convokes the words of experts and academics who have studied the issue of gender in
the workplace. Finally, Ivanne opens the discussion on the challenges of inclusion in
the future of work.
Wondering if a coworking space is right for you? It might be, it might not be... let's find
out. As coworking continues to gain popularity, more and more people are raising the
question, what exactly is a coworking space? In this book, we talk about the basics of a
coworking space, how to choose a good one (some things you should look for, some
things you should avoid), what types of people can benefit from this sort of space, and
we'll go over any other common questions you might be thinking about. This book was
written to fill the informational void around coworking and explain the origins, the
present day, and the trends guiding the future of the industry.
With current socio-economic development trends and changing work landscape,
modern workplaces are progressively becoming a subject of flexibilisation and
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hybridisation. Contemporary office environments are commonly adapting to the needs
of the flexible labour markets by offering the non-territorial and rotation-based practice
of allocating desks to workers on dynamic schedules. This book explores this growing
trend by offering different perspectives on the benefits and challenges of the flexible
workplace phenomena. Topics discussed range from defining and comparing flexible,
coworking and corpoworking spaces, policies made in local environments, and the
flexible working taxonomy. .
In 2017 34% of the workforce was considered part of the gig economy. This growing
workforce of freelancers and side-giggers is also estimated to grow to 43% by 2020.
That’s 4 million freelancers, soon to be 7 million by 2020. Whether it’s people looking
to earn extra money, those tired of their 9-to-5, to entrepreneurs looking to grow their
side hustle, Entrepreneur is uniquely qualified to guide a new generation of bold
individuals looking to live their best lives and make it happen on their own terms.
Whatever industry or jobs this new workforce takes, Start Your Own Business will guide
them through the first three years of business. They’ll gain the know-how of more than
30 years of collective advice from those who’ve come before them to: How to avoid
analysis paralysis when launching a business Tips for testing ideas in the real-world
before going to market with insights from Gary Vaynerchuk Decide between building,
buying, or becoming a distributor What to consider when looking for funding from
venture capitalists, loans, cash advances, etc. Whether or not a co-working space is a
right move Tips on running successful Facebook and Google ads as part of a marketing
campaign Use micro-influencers to successfully promote your brand on social media
In the modern age of remote working and flexible work hours, why have most office
spaces remained relatively unchanged for decades? In Where is My Office?, Chris
Kane draws upon his extensive knowledge and experience in commercial property to
investigate the new-found significance of innovative corporate real estate thinking in the
modern workplace. With the rise of agile working, hot-desking and new technological
innovations, the traditional office space no longer serves the needs of the modern
workforce. With a foreword from Mark Thompson, CEO of The New York Times, this
fascinating book highlights the bold new solutions to workplace practices which have
the potential to invigorate employee productivity while simultaneously trimming excess
costs. Chris poses his ground-breaking 'Smart Value' formula which underpinned the
success of his redevelopment of the property portfolio of the BBC, and which can be
adapted to enact meaningful and lasting organizational change in any business. This
formula is supported through in-depth case studies from Chris's prestigious career,
while interviews with prolific industry insiders such as Ronen Journo, SVP of WeWork
and Mark Dixon, founder of Regus, provide fascinating insights into the groundbreaking strategies that are transforming the commercial property sector. Where is My
Office? is a must-read for any business leader looking to revitalise their workplace and
develop a greater understanding of the beneficial impacts that innovative workplace
strategies can have upon their organization's success.
For the socially conscious, the intellectually curious, or the creative soul comes an
inspiring, New York Times bestselling handbook for success in business, life, and the
all-important task of building a more compassionate world—by the visionary founder and
CEO of KIND Healthy Snacks. When Daniel Lubetzky started KIND Healthy Snacks in
2004, he aimed to defy the conventional wisdom that snack bars could never be both
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tasty and healthy, convenient and wholesome. A decade later, the transformative power
of the company’s “AND” philosophy has resulted in an astonishing record of
achievement. KIND has become the fastest-growing purveyor of healthy snacks in the
country. Meanwhile, the KIND Movement—the company’s social mission to make the
world a little kinder—has sparked more than a million good deeds worldwide. In Do the
KIND Thing, Lubetzky shares the revolutionary principles that have shaped KIND’s
business model and led to its success, while offering an unfiltered and intensely
personal look into the mind of a pioneering social entrepreneur. Inspired by his father,
who survived the Holocaust thanks to the courageous kindness of strangers, Lubetzky
began his career handselling a sun-dried tomato spread made collaboratively by Arabs
and Jews in the war-torn Middle East. Despite early setbacks, he never lost his faith in
his vision of a “not-only-for-profit” business—one that sold great products and helped to
make the world a better place. While other companies let circumstances force them into
choosing between two seemingly incompatible options, people at KIND say “AND.” At
its core, this idea is about challenging assumptions and false compromises. It is about
not settling for less and being willing to take greater risks, often financial. It is about
learning to think boundlessly and critically, and choosing what at first may be the
tougher path for later, greater rewards. By using illuminating anecdotes from his own
career, and celebrating some past failures through the lessons learned from them,
Lubetzky outlines his core tenets for building a successful business and a thriving social
enterprise. He explores the value of staying true to your brand, highlights the
importance of transparency and communication in the workplace, and explains why
good intentions alone won’t sell products. Engaging and inspirational, Do the KIND
Thing shows how the power of AND worked wonders for one company—and could
empower the next generation of social entrepreneurs to improve their bottom line and
change the world. Advance praise for Do the KIND Thing “An enjoyable read . . . wise
advice about matters from product development to people management.”—Financial
Times “By sharing the ten tenets that helped KIND grow, Daniel Lubetzky has given
entrepreneurs a road map to success that includes both passion and
purpose.”—Arianna Huffington, president and editor in chief, Huffington Post Media
Group “Lubetzky uses the power of kindness to build purpose into his business and his
community. He’s a role model for future leaders.”—Mehmet Oz, M.D., professor of
surgery, Columbia University “I’ve always been a fan of the KIND brand. This
engaging and inspirational book shows how coupling a social mission with creativity
can spark change and empower a generation.”—Bobbi Brown, founder and CCO, Bobbi
Brown Cosmetics
With the radical growth in the ubiquity of digital platforms, the sharing economy is here to stay.
This Handbook explores the nature and direction of the sharing economy, interrogating its key
dynamics and evolution over the past decade and critiquing its effect on society.
With the rise of information and communication technologies in today’s world, many regions
have begun to adapt into more resource-efficient communities. Integrating technology into a
region’s use of resources, also known as smart territories, is becoming a trending topic of
research. Understanding the relationship between these innovative techniques and how they
impact social innovation is vital when analyzing the sustainable growth of highly populated
regions. The Handbook of Research on Smart Territories and Entrepreneurial Ecosystems for
Social Innovation and Sustainable Growth is a pivotal reference source that provides vital
research on the global practices and initiatives of smart territories as well as their impact on
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sustainable development in different communities. While highlighting topics such as waste
management, social innovation, and digital optimization, this publication is ideally designed for
civil engineers, urban planners, policymakers, economists, administrators, social scientists,
business executives, researchers, educators, and students seeking current research on the
development of smart territories and entrepreneurship in various environments.
Welcome! You're about to join a worldwide movement that's shaping the future of how we work
and live. In The Coworking Handbook you'll discover everything you need to know about
opening, managing and growing a successful coworking space. Avoid the common pitfalls of
this exciting new industry and learn what really works around the world from experts and
founders of the coworking movement. You'll learn: * How to facilitate member connection and
address member issues * Why building a community first matters * How to handle sticky
financial situations * How to design, orient and position your space in * the community * The
most important areas of a coworking space (that many overlook) * How to work with journalists
and get steady media attention * How to grow your coworking space into a profitable business
More than just a thinker's guide, this handbook is full of actionable ideas, including bonus
checklists, spreadsheets, links to online resources and more, helping you jump right into
building your ideal space and thriving community. Become a part of the movement that's reshaping our relationship with work into one that's sustainable, creative and healthy-and learn
how to make a profit along the way. *About the Author* Ramon Suarez is the founder of the
Betacowork coworking space in Brussels, a hub for entrepreneurs and professionals with 200
members. He is one of the founding members of the Startup Europe Coworking Assembly.
Website: http: //coworkinghandbook.com Twitter: @cohandbook http: //twitter.com/cohandbook
Facebook: http: //facebook.com/coworkinghandbook
Over recent years, many companies have developed an awareness of the importance of an
active, rather than passive, approach to wellbeing at work. Whilst the value of this approach is
widely accepted, turning theory into effective practice is still a challenge for many companies.
The Routledge Companion to Wellbeing at Work is a comprehensive reference volume
addressing every aspect of the topic. Split into five parts, it explores different models of
wellbeing; personal qualities contributing to wellbeing; job insecurity and organizational
wellbeing; workplace supports for wellbeing; and initiatives to enhance wellbeing. The
international team of contributors provide a solid foundation to research and practice, including
contemporary topics such as architecture, coaching, and fitness in the workplace. Edited by
two of the world’s leading scholars on the subject, this text is a valuable tool for researchers,
students, and practitioners in HRM and organizational psychology.
The Handbook of Interior Architecture and Design offers a compelling collection of original
essays that seek to examine the shifting role of interior architecture and interior design, and
their importance and meaning within the contemporary world. Interior architecture and interior
design are disciplines that span a complexity of ideas, ranging from human behaviour and
anthropology to history and the technology of the future. Approaches to designing the interior
are in a constant state of flux, reflecting and adapting to the changing systems of history,
culture and politics. It is this process that allows interior design to be used as evidence for
identifying patterns of consumption, gender, identity and social issues. The Handbook of
Interior Architecture and Design provides a pioneering overview of the ideas and arrangements
within the two disciplines that make them such important platforms from which to study the way
humans interact with the space around them. Covering a wide range of thought and research,
the book enables the reader to investigate fully the changing face of interior architecture and
interior design, while offering questions about their future trajectory.
"Every developer working with the Web needs to read this book." -- David Heinemeier
Hansson, creator of the Rails framework "RESTful Web Services finally provides a practical
roadmap for constructing services that embrace the Web, instead of trying to route around it."
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-- Adam Trachtenberg, PHP author and EBay Web Services Evangelist You've built web sites
that can be used by humans. But can you also build web sites that are usable by machines?
That's where the future lies, and that's what RESTful Web Services shows you how to do. The
World Wide Web is the most popular distributed application in history, and Web services and
mashups have turned it into a powerful distributed computing platform. But today's web service
technologies have lost sight of the simplicity that made the Web successful. They don't work
like the Web, and they're missing out on its advantages. This book puts the "Web" back into
web services. It shows how you can connect to the programmable web with the technologies
you already use every day. The key is REST, the architectural style that drives the Web. This
book: Emphasizes the power of basic Web technologies -- the HTTP application protocol, the
URI naming standard, and the XML markup language Introduces the Resource-Oriented
Architecture (ROA), a common-sense set of rules for designing RESTful web services Shows
how a RESTful design is simpler, more versatile, and more scalable than a design based on
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) Includes real-world examples of RESTful web services, like
Amazon's Simple Storage Service and the Atom Publishing Protocol Discusses web service
clients for popular programming languages Shows how to implement RESTful services in three
popular frameworks -- Ruby on Rails, Restlet (for Java), and Django (for Python) Focuses on
practical issues: how to design and implement RESTful web services and clients This is the
first book that applies the REST design philosophy to real web services. It sets down the best
practices you need to make your design a success, and the techniques you need to turn your
design into working code. You can harness the power of the Web for programmable
applications: you just have to work with the Web instead of against it. This book shows you
how.
The entrepreneurs guidebook. Complete with the who's, how's and where's, the city
synonymous with startups, has to offer.
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